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A CRISPR Look at COVID-19
Jolie Ching and Shane Rene Nakamura
Honors 291 (Sophomore Seminar)
Mentor: Dr. Zoia Stoytcheva

The largest pandemic in recent times—novel coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19)—
has caused economic shutdowns and social isolation on a global scale. Life as we know it
has been placed on hold for the time being. Meanwhile, the scientific community worldwide is trying to understand COVID-19 biology and search for detection methods, prevention strategies, and treatments. Many researchers and biotech companies are turning
to CRISPR, a cutting-edge advancement in biotechnology, to aid in developing methods
for detection and finding a treatment for the virus. As a result, the need for unified regulation on CRISPR is more apparent than ever.

China has rapidly spread across the world. As businesses are
forced to shut down and jobs are lost, the social and economic
structure of societies around the globe are being strained to
their limits. The public is left with no choice but to socially
distance and isolate themselves to avoid transmitting the virus. In countries where the outbreak of the virus has been
deemed severe, mandatory lockdowns are in effect and all but
essential workers are allowed to leave their homes in hopes of
minimizing the infection curve. Meanwhile, scientists are attempting to develop detection methods and treatment options
for the virus.

Introduction
Near the end of 2019, the human race encountered a strain
of virus that had never been seen before. Belonging to the
family of coronaviruses that cause respiratory illnesses, the
novel virus now known as severe acute respiratory syndrome
coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) has transformed our world.
More commonly known to the public as coronavirus 2019, or
COVID-19, the virus that was identified to have originated in
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Timeline of COVID-19 Spread
The spread of COVID-19 can be traced back to December of
2019 when a cluster of pneumonia cases caused by a new
strain of coronavirus occurred in Wuhan, China. By January
15th, the United States announced its first confirmed case of
COVID-19 from a traveler who just returned from Wuhan,
China (Mcnamara, 2020). At the time, around 300 cases of the
virus were reported in China (“1st Case of New Coronavirus
Detected in US”, 2020). Despite these early warnings, many
countries did not yet have preventative measures in place and
the number of cases continued to rise around the world. By
March 1st, a total of 87,137 cases were confirmed globally, with
79,968 cases in China and 7,169 outside. Five days later, the
State of Hawai‘i reported its first case of COVID-19 (“Hawaii
Reports First COVID-19 Case,” 2020).
In less than five months, COVID-19 spread across the
world to 185 countries, having been declared an official pandemic by the World Health Organization on March 11—just
four months after its initial discovery (Johns Hopkins University). At the time of manuscript preparation, April 18, there are
2,330,259 cases confirmed globally: 735,242 in the U.S., and
160,917 total deaths (Roser et al., 2020).

History of Coronaviruses
Coronaviruses are not a new medical phenomenon. First
discovered in 1930, coronaviruses are a group of viruses that
cause diseases in mammals and birds. They have crown-like
spikes on their surface, hence the name “corona.” The first
signs of this type of virus were shown when domesticated
chickens experienced acute respiratory infection caused by infectious bronchitis virus (IBV) (Kahn & McIntosh, 2005). A
decade later, two more animal-related coronaviruses were reported: mouse hepatitis virus (MHV) and transmissible gastroenteritis virus (TGEV). In the early 1960s, the first human
coronaviruses were found in patients experiencing symptoms
characteristic of the common cold. Since then, five more human coronaviruses have been found causing serious respiratory tract infections in their patients: SARS-CoV in 2003, HCoV
NL63 in 2004, HKU1 in 2005, MERS-CoV in 2012, and most
recently SARS-CoV-2 in 2019 (Human Coronavirus Types,
2020). These coronaviruses fall into four categories known
as alpha, beta, gamma, and delta. The first two groupings are
derived from bats and commonly infect mammals while the
latter two both derive from and infect birds.
COVID-19 is classified as a β-coronavirus as it is suggested to have originated from bats. Studies found that its genome
shared a 96.2% sequence match with Bat CoV RaTG13, indicating bats as a common ancestor (Zhang et al., 2020). Despite
this evidence, it is unclear whether bats transmitted COVID-19

to humans. Other alternative hosts include turtles, pangolins,
and snakes due to the similarity of residual receptors observed
in protein sequences alignment and phylogenetic analyses
(Guo et al., 2020). However, the source of the virus and its
transmission route to humans remains inconclusive.

Transmission of COVID-19
Although scientists do not know how the virus came to infect
humans, human-to-human transmission has been extensively researched. COVID-19 is spread primarily through close
contact with infected individuals as well as contact with contaminated environmental surfaces and aerosolization (Van
Doremalen et al., 2020; Dexter et al., 2020). When an infected
person sneezes or coughs, droplets of moisture containing the
virus are spread through the air. If someone is nearby—say
within six feet—they can potentially inhale those droplets and
become infected. Additionally, the virus can survive from 1 to
72 hours on a variety of surfaces including plastic, stainless
steel, copper, and cardboard (Van Doremalen et al., 2020). Reports state that virus transmission between healthcare workers
and their patients was the most common route of infections
(Cai J et al., 2020; Rothan & Byrareddy, 2020).
The cell receptor known as angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 (ACE2) plays a key role in the infection mechanism
of COVID-19. ACE2 is a membrane-bound aminopeptidase
that is essential to the cardiovascular and immune system. It
is a receptor for coronaviruses, particularly of the SARS-CoV
variety. COVID-19 infection is triggered by the binding of the
spike protein S1 of the virus to ACE2, enabling the attachment
of the virus to the cell membrane (Rothan & Byrareddy, 2020).
As ACE2 is expressed in the heart and lungs, COVID-19 primarily infects alveolar epithelial cells, resulting in respiratory
illnesses (Baig et al., 2020).
Measures to reduce human-to-human transmission of
COVID-19 are required to control the current outbreak. While
the search for a treatment is ongoing, efforts should be directed to protecting vulnerable populations such as children,
healthcare workers, and the elderly. The elderly are especially
susceptible to COVID-19 and comprise the majority of early
death cases due to weak immune systems (Zheng et al., 2020).
Reducing transmission of the virus can be achieved by social
distancing and adequate detection methods.

Current Means of Detection for COVID-19
Current means of detection for COVID-19 consist of chest CT
(computed tomography) scans, RT-PCR (qPCR), and serological IgG/IgM antibody detection assays.
A chest CT scan is an imaging method that uses x-rays
to create cross-sectional pictures of the chest and upper abdo-
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men (Ai et al., 2020). The scan takes around 30 seconds to a
few minutes to complete. Iodine or Gadolinium-based contrast
dyes are delivered to the body before the test in order to provide
clearer images (Radiological Society of North America, n.d.).
For COVID-19, chest CTs are often used to view the lungs, as
signs of the virus appear as pulmonary opacities characteristic
of pneumonia—a common result of the virus.
A reverse transcriptase polymerase chain reaction (RTPCR) assay detects viral RNA, a key structural characteristic
of COVID-19. This method requires multiple reagents to perform the test: RNA obtained through cells of bronchoalveolar
lavage fluid specimens, sputum, or nasal swabs, primers that
help synthesize DNA, reverse transcriptase enzyme, dNTPs
which help to expand DNA strands, and the polymerase enzyme (Wang et al., 2020). This process takes around 1 to 2
hours and uses an mRNA starting template instead of DNA for
the reverse transcriptase enzyme to produce a complementary
single-strand DNA in a process known as reverse transcription. This DNA strand is then amplified via a PCR reaction to
confirm the presence of viral RNA.
COVID-19 can also be detected by examining proteins
using transmission electron microscopes, which allow the
structure of the virus to be observed (Udugama et al., 2020).
COVID-19 consists of four major structural proteins: a small
integral membrane glycoprotein (M), a nucleocapsid protein
(N), a large spike glycoprotein (S), and an envelope (E). The S
protein gives the virus its crown-like appearance and enables
it to infect other cells. Positive-sense single-stranded RNA genomes are coiled up inside (Fehr and Perlman, 2015).

CRISPR as a Means of Detection for COVID-19
Although current methods of detection for the virus are generally accurate, they are resource-intensive and costly. Methods
such as qRT-PCR require specially trained personnel who are
familiar with the protocols and instruments used. This limits the opportunity for testing to those who have easy access
to facilities that are able to provide these procedures. Accessibility to the reagents and equipment needed to perform the
tests also presents an issue, slowing the process of detection.
In addition, chest CTs are often costly with the national price
ranging from $675 to $8600, the average cost being $1,900
(NewChoiceHealth.com, n.d.). However, with CRISPR technology, faster and cheaper detection methods are being developed.
A cutting-edge advancement in science involves a
gene-editing technology known as CRISPR-Cas systems.
CRISPR, a moniker for Clustered Regularly Interspersed
Short Palindromic Repeats (Jansen R, 2002) was adapted from
the genome editing system in bacteria (Hovath P., 2010, Ishino
Y. 1987, Jinek M. 2012). It originates from type II CRISPR-Cas
systems known to provide bacteria with adaptive immunity
to viruses and plasmids (Doudna & Charpentier, 2014). This
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gives CRISPR the unique property of being able to manipulate
genetic material at particular locations in the genome—areas
that are specified by a short section of guide RNA. Since its
discovery, several variations of the CRISPR-Cas system have
been developed (Hsu, 2014).
A detection technique using CRISPR, The Specific
High-sensitivity Enzymatic Reporter unLOCKing, dubbed
SHERLOCK, method is a Cas13a-based CRISPR system. Cas13a specializes in targeting RNA—not DNA unlike many
CRISPR-Cas systems (Yan, et. al, 2019). There are four main
steps to SHERLOCK—the first two of which are reagent preparations and sample extractions. The third step involves pre-
amplification of the RNA (or DNA with a reverse transcriptase)
through a process known as recombinase polymerase amplification (RPA). Compared to the hours-long process of PCR,
SHERLOCK can generate results within 3–10 minutes (Kellner
et al., 2019). Additionally, RPA does not require specialized
technology as it can perform at a single temperature.
Once the RPA process finishes amplifying nucleic acid
fragments from COVID-19, they are combined with a Cas13a
nuclease, a guide RNA complex that matches the targeted nucleic acid sequence. Short nucleic fragments’ that are coupled
to a fluorescent reporter and a quencher are also introduced.
If the coronavirus sequence is present, Cas13a is activated and
the RNA reporter is cleaved, resulting in a fluorescent signal.
This signal is an indicator to determine whether the target sequence (that is, the coronavirus) is present in the nucleotides
(Gronowski, 2018).
A spin-off of this process, known as SARS-CoV-2
DETECTR, is being investigated by Mammoth Biosciences

and the University of California at San Francisco. A notable
difference between the two experimental procedures is that the
DETECTR method uses Cas12a rather than Cas13a and takes
only 45 minutes (Alvarez, 2020).

Research of Treatments for COVID-19
There are currently very limited treatment options for
COVID-19. However, with CRISPR, a promising method
known as PAC-MAN (Prophylactic Antiviral CRISPR in huMAN cells) is being tested at Stanford University. Despite being in the early stages of development, PAC-MAN has been
deemed “capable of inhibiting coronavirus fragment expression in human lung epithelial cells” (Abbott et al., 2020). PACMAN’s CRISPR approach allows the treatment to degrade key
parts of COVID-19’s genome, specifically areas that encode
the RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RdRP) and Nucleocapsid proteins which are known to be essential for coronavirus
replication and function. The Stanford team chose Cas13d, a
protein possessing high catalytic activity in human cells, to
target and degrade these regions. The Cas13d system uses 35
CRISPR-associated RNAs (otherwise known as crRNAs) that
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contain a 22-nucleotide spacer sequence that is able to lead the
Cas13d protein to specific RNA molecules for degradation.
There are, however, some limitations to the research
conducted by Stanford University. The PAC-MAN experiment
was not conducted on live COVID-19 strains as the researchers
were unable to gain access to these strains at the time. Instead,
the researchers relied on synthesized fragments of the virus
as well as live infections using a H1N1 IAV strain in human
lung epithelial cells. Regardless of whether their samples were
alive, the research demonstrated that a group of 6 crRNAs can
target 91% of sequenced coronaviruses (not just COVID-19)
and a group of 22 crRNAs are able to target all 60 sequenced
coronaviruses (Abbott et al., 2020). While there are still challenges for the researchers to address, PAC-MAN is proof of the
various ways in which CRISPR can be adapted to suit humanity’s needs.

Biotechnology in Our World
CRISPR falls under the realm of biotechnology—a field that
pertains to “the manipulation (as through genetic engineering) of living organisms or their components to produce useful, usually commercial products” (Biotechnology, 2020). The
field can be split into several subsections, including medical,
agricultural, food/consumer goods, and environmental.
With biotechnology, many solutions to global issues are
now within reach. From developing genetically modified organisms (GMOs) to detecting and treating diseases or even altering human DNA, the possibilities generated by CRISPR are
seemingly endless. Biotechnology will eventually come to play
a significant role in everyday life. However, with the tremendous potential of biotechnology such as CRISPR also comes
the need to be wary of how it is used, who uses it, and how it
may impact society and the ecosystem. For this reason, regulations surrounding CRISPR are needed to ensure the world’s
safety.

Historical Roots of Biotechnology Regulation
The creation of regulations overseeing biotechnology is a relatively new one. 1973’s Gordon Conference Letter on Nucleic
Acids brought together the field’s top researchers to study the
hazards of the (then recently discovered) recombinant DNA
techniques. These researchers, recognizing the need to address laboratory safety problems in order to proceed with the
research without alarming the public and inviting government
regulation, drafted the Berg Letter which entailed a plan to reduce potential risks of their experiments (Weiner, 2001).
Two years later, the Asilomar Conference was held to address the safety of genetic engineering. The aim of this event
was once again to minimize public interference by demon-
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strating to the world that scientists could regulate themselves.
Immediately after the Asilomar Conference, the National Institute of Health (NIH) Recombinant DNA Advisory Committee
(RAC) was established with the task of converting the conference’s results into safety guidelines for all recombinant DNA
experiments receiving NIH funding (Wivel, 2014). For the next
couple of years, scientists on the board would argue about the
perceived harshness of the safety guidelines. Several research
universities and scientific organizations lobbied the local and
national legislation to make the guidelines less restrictive.
Eventually, the NIH guidelines were downgraded, coinciding
with the commercialization of biotechnology. In fact, by the
early 1980s, all 11 signers of the Berg Letter were involved with
biotechnology companies (Weiner, 2001). Where does this
leave biotechnology regulations today?

Current Regulations regarding Biotechnology:
As of 2020, there are no universally recognized international
regulations on gene therapy or genome editing. The Declaration of Helsinki, formed in 1964, is the closest thing we have.
Formed as a reaction to the experiments carried out by Germany in World War II, the declaration states various ethical
standpoints on human experimentation. However, because it
is a non-legally binding document, the Declaration of Helsinki
only has power if it is cited in national regulations. The declaration has further undergone a series of revisions since its creation. Finally, in 2006, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration
(USFDA) announced it would remove all reference to the Helsinki Declaration in their national regulations (Burgess, 2012).
Meanwhile, the European Union still cites the 2000 revision.
Currently, there is no federal legislation that either bans
or places restrictions on experiments that manipulate human
DNA. While somatic gene therapy (which only affects a human’s non-reproductive cells) is not explicitly banned, there
exist heavy restrictions placed on the editing of the human lineage via germline therapy—a process that involves the modification of genes. The Dickey-Wicker Amendment of 1995, for
example, forbids NIH from funding any research involving
the manipulation of human embryos. Furthermore, in 2015,
Congress passed a provision stating that the USFDA must approve of any human clinical trials that involve somatic gene
therapy (Reardon, 2015). They must further approve of any
somatic gene therapy products before they enter the marketplace. Meanwhile, germline therapy is explicitly banned from
being sold. The National Institute of Health gives the following
reason for banning edits to the human lineage: “The idea of
germline gene therapy is controversial. While it could spare
future generations in a family from having a particular genetic disorder, it might affect the development of a fetus in
unexpected ways or have long-term side effects that are not
yet known. Because people who would be affected by germ-
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line gene therapy are not yet born, they can’t choose whether
to have the treatment. Because of these ethical concerns, the
U.S. Government does not allow federal funds to be used for
research on germline gene therapy in peoples” (U.S. National
Library of Medicine, National Institutes of Health, n.d.). However, it is important to note that privately-funded research on
germline therapy is still considered legal.
Other countries such as China and Russia also express
similar sentiments—that gene editing would “require national approval” (Normile, 2019) and is “premature at this point”
(Grebenshchikova, 2019). However, incidents such as the 2019
creation of CRISPR babies where a Chinese scientist designed
HIV-resistant twins are at odds with this claim (Raposo, 2019).
Though there is a global consensus that this type of technology
should be regulated, no substantial unified action has been taken so far. Given the urgent nature of the pandemic, the world
needs regulation regarding CRISPR now more than ever.

Conclusion
The COVID-19 pandemic has revealed the need for efficient
detection methods and treatments that can target viruses with
no effective vaccines. Some researchers have turned to C
 RISPR
for a solution. Tests such as SHERLOCK and the DETECTR
have been found to detect the presence of COVID-19 without
sacrificing accuracy. Further, the PAC-MAN experiment has
proved that CRISPR can be used to target and degrade virus’
genes (although an in vivo approach is still in development).
While there is reason to be cautiously optimistic about
the CRISPR approach to treatment and detection, the world
must be wary and prepared. In every country’s race for a cure
also lies the possibility for high risks and exploitation of the
urgent nature of the pandemic. Like social distancing, regulations on genetic engineering do not work if those measures
are only confined to one place. To protect human lineage from
being unethically altered, a global precedent for regulations on
genetic engineering must be established.
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